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ABSTRACT
With the use of external cloud services such as Google Docs or Evernote in an enterprise setting, the loss of control over sensitive data becomes a major concern for organisations. It is typical for regular users to violate data disclosure policies accidentally, e.g. when sharing text between documents in browser tabs. Our goal is to help such users comply with data disclosure policies: we want to alert them about potentially unauthorised data disclosure from trusted to untrusted cloud services. This is challenging when users can modify data in arbitrary ways, they employ multiple cloud services, and cloud services cannot be changed.

To track the propagation of text data robustly across cloud services, we introduce imprecise data flow tracking, which identifies data flows implicitly by detecting and quantifying the similarity between text fragments. To reason about violations of data disclosure policies, we describe a new text disclosure model that, based on similarity, associates text segments in web browsers with security tags and identifies unauthorised data flows to untrusted services. We demonstrate the applicability of imprecise data tracking through BrowserFlow, a browser-based middleware that alerts users when they expose potentially sensitive text to an untrusted cloud service. Our experiments show that BrowserFlow can robustly track data flows and manage security tags for many documents with no noticeable performance impact.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many organisations use their own web-based applications for internal communication, content management, reporting and business processes [12], but cloud services, especially those according to a software-as-a-service (SaaS) model, have gained rapid adoption in enterprise settings. As previous studies have shown [24], enterprise users favour consumer cloud services, such as Google Docs [25], Microsoft Office 365 [42] and Zoho [70], over in-house solutions due to their familiarity and ease-of-use. As a consequence, users in their web browsers employ external cloud services alongside internal services that may contain sensitive enterprise data.

This creates a major headache for IT departments that, for legal and competitive reasons, must enforce data disclosure policies that mandate how sensitive data is permitted to propagate between services. With browser-based services, however, users can easily move data between internal and external services, e.g. by copying and pasting text from an internal document to one hosted on Google Docs.

IT departments often respond to this loss of control by limiting users to a small set of “approved” cloud services with built-in safeguards. Users, however, bypass such restrictions—Frost and Sullivan [24] report that over 80% of employees admit to using unapproved SaaS applications concluding: “Rather than attempt to restrict usage, the goal should be to enable the freedom employees need to do their jobs better, without compromising company security and liability.”

In this paper, our goal is to provide an automated approach that helps users comply with data disclosure policies, e.g. we want to advise users when it is not safe to disclose text on Google Docs. Typically enterprise users want to safeguard their organisation’s data, and most data disclosure happens by accident when users do not realise the results of their actions [8]. Therefore we want to inform employees of potential policy violations but give them the freedom to make final disclosure decisions. Such an advisory model does not interfere with existing business workflows and is thus more likely to gain adoption, in particular, compared to mandatory restrictions.

Client-side data flow tracking across cloud services raises multiple challenges: (i) it is difficult to track data flow robustly when users can copy and modify text in arbitrary ways, including transferring it to an external application outside the browser. Prior approaches for data flow tracking [23, 35] cannot reason about such data flows without a system-wide, closed-world deployment; (ii) the tracking must also account...
for decreased information disclosure, e.g. if text is modified to the point at which it bears no resemblance to the source text, it becomes safe to disclose. Existing data flow tracking approaches suffer from false positives in this case; and (iii) it is unclear at what granularity data flow tracking should occur. In different contexts, the disclosure of a whole document, multiple paragraphs or individual sentences from different documents may constitute a policy violation.

We address the above challenges by combining two ideas: (i) data disclosure in the above setting can be modeled as a decentralised information flow control (DIFC) problem [48]—administrators set default data flow policies but employees may declassify data as they see fit; and (ii) data flow between cloud services can be tracked robustly using text similarity matching [56]. Text similarity analysis can discover data disclosure even when the data flow that led to the disclosure is hidden from the tracking system.

We describe BrowserFlow, a practical client-side middleware for tracking the propagation of unstructured text data across cloud services and advising users about violations of data disclosure policies. Administrators specify an enterprise-wide data disclosure policy according to a text disclosure model, which BrowserFlow enforces through an imprecise data flow tracking technique:

**Text Disclosure Model.** To define a data disclosure policy, each cloud service is assigned a confidentiality and a privilege label. Text segments first observed in a given cloud service are assigned that service’s confidentiality label. When text with a confidentiality label is observed in a service with an incompatible privilege label, BrowserFlow generates a warning. A user can then explicitly permit the text propagation by changing the label, or BrowserFlow intercepts the data transfer to the cloud service.

**Imprecise Data Flow Tracking.** A key difference to prior data flow tracking systems is that BrowserFlow does not attach labels explicitly to the data, which would require modifications to binaries and incur a high cost at runtime [35, 49]. Instead, to maintain these labels, BrowserFlow tracks data flow implicitly: when a new text segment appears in a document, BrowserFlow generates a fingerprint [56] that represents its similarity to other text, and checks if a similar fingerprint was seen previously. If so, the confidentiality label of the new text segment is modified to reflect its origin.

Imprecise data flow tracking has two benefits: (1) positive data flows are reported only while the text maintains significant resemblance, which avoids false positives after the text was modified sufficiently; and (2) there is no need to track data flow in external applications such as text editors, which would come at a runtime performance cost [35, 68] and would be impractical in production environments.

We implemented a prototype version of BrowserFlow as a plug-in for the Google Chrome web browser, which supports Google Docs and other form-based cloud services. Our evaluation shows that, across a range of different datasets, BrowserFlow correctly identifies information disclosure using imprecise data flow tracking. It also makes disclosure decisions with negligible impact on user-perceived performance because they occur asynchronously to the main request processing in the browser.

The rest of the paper begins with the problem definition and threat model in §2. We describe our model for text disclosure in §3, and introduce our approach for imprecise data flow tracking in §4. §5 reports on implementation details of BrowserFlow, in particular our experience of its integration with current cloud services. We present our evaluation results, both in terms of effectiveness and performance overhead, in §6 and conclude in §7.

## 2. Background

Our problem statement considers employees in an enterprise setting accessing and modifying data via web-based services with a web browser acting as the client. The services handle unstructured text data, e.g. following a document-centric model as found in Google Docs, Evernote or Zoho. For example, Figure 1 shows a user’s browser instance with three application tabs, used as part of a workflow when interviewing job applicants. Two of the applications, Interview Tool and Wiki, are internally-hosted and may process sensitive text. The user also relies on Google Docs, which is untrusted.

The organisation’s IT department may define a data disclosure policy that imposes various restrictions on data propagation. For example, it may dictate that transferring text from the internal Wiki to the Interview Tool is permitted, but not the reverse. In addition, data from either of the two internal applications must not propagate to Google Docs. If the employee transfers a text fragment from the Wiki tab to Google Docs, and it is uploaded to a remote Google server, it would constitute a policy violation.

### 2.1 Threat model

Based on conversations with companies, we adopt a practical threat model in which users are considered to be trusted-but-careless when handling sensitive documents [60]. For example, company employees are typically not malicious because they are bound contractually by confidentiality agreements, and violations may incur legal repercussions. Nevertheless a user may unintentionally disclose data during a business workflow. We believe that such a threat model realistically captures the risk of data disclosure in enterprise environments with external cloud services [8].

In the above scenario, an interviewer may accidentally copy a candidate evaluation from the Interview Tool to the internal Wiki, which is accessible by all employees. Another user who uses Google Docs for collaborative document editing may paste confidential interviewing guidelines from the internal Wiki to a Google Docs document and share this document with an external client. Both data flows would constitute significant, yet unintended violations of the organisation’s data disclosure policy.

The text may also be modified during propagation. For example, the interviewer may copy an edited version of the candidate evaluation to the internal Wiki. They may remove some sentences, rephrase others or alter the order in which sentences appear in the final text. As long as the text fragment has a given level of similarity to the original text in the source document, it violates the data disclosure policy.

We do not assume that users or cloud service providers are malicious and actively try to disclose data. This is an orthogonal issue, which should be handled by access control restrictions and governed by agreements based on trust in third-party cloud services.

We assume that the IT department of an organisation is able to install software in all devices used by employees and that employees do not tamper with the software installed.
This capability is typically obtained as part of a device provisioning process enforced in most organisations even for employee-owned devices.

2.2 Existing approaches

Preventing unauthorised data disclosure has led to solutions in a number of research areas, each with specific limitations when applied to the above enterprise scenario.

Data leakage prevention (DLP) systems \([10, 13, 41, 47, 61]\) protect sensitive data on client endpoints by inspecting outgoing network traffic to prevent confidential data from leaving an organisation’s network. Implementations range from application-level firewalls \([6, 16]\), which monitor outgoing network traffic for confidential files, to specialised solutions \([47]\), which employ text similarity techniques to detect information disclosure in network streams.

Different from the network focus of existing DLP approaches, BROWSERFLOW prevents disclosure of text data in web browsers. Its Text Disclosure Model combined with imprecise data flow tracking permits it to reason about the transitive propagation of data across multiple cloud services. Its realisation as part of a web browser means that it does not require reverse-engineering of network protocols (see §5).

Data flow tracking systems \([9, 17, 22, 35, 53, 57, 67–69]\) attach labels to data, which is tracked while used by programs. Data derived from other sensitive data inherits the corresponding security label. Such precise data flow tracking systems are typically used to analyse applications handling short confidential data such as passwords \([23]\). Precise data flow tracking systems detect data flow accurately but suffer from substantial performance overhead \([35, 49]\). More fundamentally, data can only be tracked if all accesses are intercepted \([35]\), and tracking can be evaded through implicit flows \([4, 5, 54]\).

Given these limitations, it is not surprising that, despite the large body of research on precise data flow tracking, such approaches are not widely used in practice. Imprecise data flow tracking can be regarded as a practical alternative that uses text similarity to establish a robust link between data and security policies specified as labels.

Static data flow analysis \([1, 3, 48, 55, 64]\) tracks the data flow of the source code using program analysis. Since this leads to conservative results, the accuracy can be improved by augmenting the programming language types with security labels \([55]\), which is infeasible for legacy programs \([14, 29]\). Static techniques also cannot express disclosure policies that make runtime decisions \([15]\) unless combined with dynamic data flow analysis \([44]\). While BROWSERFLOW is a runtime approach, its label model for specifying policy shares the simplicity of ones first suggested for static data flow analysis \([48]\).

**Browser-side enforcement.** There is prior work on preventing confidential data disclosure in cloud services \([18, 31]\). A common assumption is that external cloud services are untrusted, and therefore all data must be encrypted prior to upload to an external service \([28, 51]\). This is often infeasible, however, because services may need to index, search, and inspect the original data. Data encryption also becomes impractical when cloud services support collaborative editing with users outside of an organisation or when users require access to documents on personal devices. BROWSERFLOW provides more flexibility: users can use external applications freely as long as they do not disclose sensitive data.

Client-side middleware \([32, 45, 50]\) protects the confidentiality of user’s data from the untrusted cloud service providers by transparently managing data encryption (or obfuscation) between user applications and cloud. Since data protection is completely decoupled from application logic, client-side middleware can be developed independently, is compatible with legacy applications, and can be customised according to organisational requirements.

COWL \([59]\) and BFLOW \([66]\) allow untrusted JavaScript to process confidential data without risking disclosure. Flow-Fox \([26]\) tracks data flows by executing JavaScript in an isolated environment using multi-execution \([19]\). These (and other similar \([39, 43, 54]\)) approaches target either violations of the same-origin or intra-origin policy \([20]\) within browsers. Mowbray et al. \([46]\) describe how policies can be integrated with a privacy manager for controlling data protection. BROWSERFLOW does not address vulnerabilities in cloud services but instead protects against inadvertent data disclosure by users themselves.

3. **BrowserFlow DESIGN**

We give an overview of BROWSERFLOW in Figure 1. BROWSERFLOW intercepts data from browser tabs before it is sent to the remote servers. It is composed of two modules: (i) a policy lookup module extracts the security label associated with the text segment being uploaded; and (ii) a policy enforcement module uses the security label to reason about the compliance of the data propagation in relation to the
organisation’s data disclosure policy. BROWSERFLOW then takes appropriate action, either permitting the data upload or preventing it, e.g. by encrypting the data before transmission.

As shown in Figure 2, BROWSERFLOW informs the user of a cloud service about the result of the disclosure decision by changing the background colour of an affected text segment, such as a paragraph. While a user edits a paragraph, the paragraph is marked with a red background when it discloses sensitive data from another source.

### 3.1 Text Disclosure Model

We express the actions of copying text from one browser tab to another as a data flow in a Text Disclosure Model (TDM). Data disclosure policies are specified using a decentralised label model \[14, 37, 48\]. Policies are set by enterprise-wide administrators once, but they may be refined by users.

In the TDM, security labels are associated with text in documents and with cloud services. A label consists of a set of tags. Each tag is a unique, human-readable string that expresses a separate concern about data disclosure to cloud services. Tags may be used for broad categories of sensitive data (e.g. a tag interview-data in the Interview Tool) or be created for specific data (e.g. a tag product-announcement-x).

An administrator assigns each cloud service a pair of labels: a service privilege label \(L^p\) and a service confidentiality label \(L^c\). The privilege label \(L^p\) marks the highest level of confidential data that a service is trusted to receive; the confidentiality label \(L^c\) determines the default confidentiality of data created within that service.

The TDM associates text segment labels to text segments. When a text segment that has not been observed before is created in a service, it is assigned the label \(L^c\) of that service. The text segment label restricts how the text segment can propagate to services. Together with service labels, text segment labels are thus used to reason about data disclosure to services. We discuss the different options for text segment lengths in §4.

A text segment with label \(L_i\) should be released to a service with privilege label \(L^p\) only if \(L_i \subseteq L^p\). The policy enforcement module ensures that this condition is satisfied for every text segment that is uploaded to a service in plain text.

#### Default tag assignment

Next we describe how text segment labels can be used to control data propagation. Figure 3 shows a label assignment for the example in Figure 1, in which Interview Tool and Wiki documents must remain separate. The administrator has created two tags, \(t_i\) for the Interview Tool and \(t_w\) for the Wiki. Initially, \(L^p\) and \(L^c\) for both services are set to \(\{t_i\}\) and \(\{t_w\}\), respectively. By using unique tags for the two services, data generated by one service may not be disclosed to the other.

In step 1 of Figure 3, text created in the Interview Tool is assigned automatically the default confidentiality label \(L^c = \{t_i\}\) of that service. In step 2, the user copies the text from the Interview Tool to the Wiki. When the text is about to be uploaded, the policy lookup module determines the origin of each text segment and its associated label. In this case, the module retrieves the label \(L_1\). Next, the enforcement mechanism compares \(L_1\) with the privilege label \(L^p = \{t_w\}\) of the Wiki. Since the text segment label is not a subset of \(L^p\), i.e. \(\{t_i\} \not\subseteq \{t_w\}\), BROWSERFLOW prevents the Wiki from sending Interview Tool data to its servers.

#### User tag suppression

A distinctive design choice in TDM is that it permits flexible declassification of data without sacrificing accountability. In contrast, previous DIFC models require users to have explicit privileges to perform declassification \[22, 37\].

In TDM, users may override policy restrictions by suppressing existing tags from text segment labels when they copy that segment. A suppressed tag is ignored when doing a subset comparison between labels, thereby allowing the data to propagate. Figure 4 shows the scenario from Figure 3 with tag suppression. In step 1, the user suppresses \(t_i\) in the paragraph copied to the Wiki, permitting the upload to succeed.

Tag suppression incurs an audit trail because it may result in sensitive data disclosure. The suppressed tag remains attached to the label of the text segment in the target service of the data propagation. Along with a suppressed tag, we also store an identifier of the user who initiated the suppression and a justification to facilitate future audits. Note that tag suppression is done on a case-by-case basis, i.e. each time a user wishes to declassify the same text segment, they need to explicitly perform a tag suppression; otherwise the original source label will continue to be used for subset comparisons.

#### Custom tag allocation

In addition to the default tag assignment, users may allocate custom tags and use them freely in labels. Adding a custom tag to a text segment label further restricts the set of services that may be used to process the data. A user who allocates a new tag \(t_n\) can add that tag to and remove that tag from the privilege labels of cloud services—they control which services may process data.

![Figure 3: Using tags and labels to enforce data disclosure policy between cloud services](image-url)
with $t_n$ in its label.

Figure 5 shows the same services as in Figure 3 but now the administrator has added $t_w$ to $L^p$ in the Interview Tool, permitting it to access data from the Wiki. Users, however, may use custom tags to prevent this. In step 1, a user who creates a new text segment in the Wiki allocates a new tag $t_n$ and adds it to the label $L_1$ of that text segment. The label $L^p$ of the Wiki is updated automatically to reflect its ability to process data protected with $t_n$ (step 2). Since the user did not add $t_n$ to the privilege label of the Interview Tool, the text from the Wiki may not propagate there (step 3).

Using a new custom tag to protect a text segment only prevents access for those services that do not already store a copy of the text segment. The TDM enforces that any service that already stores the text segment labelled with the new tag $t_n$ also receive $t_n$ as part of their privilege label. In the example from Figure 5, if the text segment had been observed first in the Interview Tool, the Interview Tool would have required $t_n$ in $L^p$ (step 4). This ensures that if such a text segment is seen again by a service, the TDM does not restrict its propagation.

### 3.2 Tag propagation

Tags must propagate from a source text segment to a destination while segments remain similar. When text is copied between documents tag propagation is straightforward—the source tags should become the tags of the destination text segment. It is more challenging to propagate tags correctly when text segments change. Once the text segment at the source or destination changes, the two may bear little resemblance. Tags from the source text segment should therefore no longer propagate to the destination text segment because text lineage is typically less important than the current content.

Consider the example in Figure 6: the Wiki contains $t_i$ in $L^p$ and Google Docs contains $t_w$ in $L^p$. This allows data propagation between the Interview Tool and the Wiki, and text segments created by the Wiki can flow to Google Docs (but Interview Tool text segments cannot). Consider two text segments in this scenario: segment $A$ labelled with $\{t_i\}$ and segment $B$ labelled with $\{t_w\}$. We assume that, as $B$ is edited and the user appends enough text from $A$, $B$ begins to disclose significant information from $A$ (step 1).

If all tags from $A$ were added to $B$’s label permanently, it would lead to overly conservative decisions after there is no similarity between $A$ and $B$: assume that, in step 1, $B$’s label becomes $\{t_w, t_i\}$. In step 2, $A$ is edited sufficiently to lose resemblance to its original version. Consider now what happens in step 3 when the second part of $B$, which came from $A$, is copied to Google Docs. Labelling $C$ with $\{t_w, t_i\}$ as if it originated from both the Interview Tool and the Wiki would be a false positive because $C$ discloses no sensitive information from the current version of $A$. Instead, given that the current authoritative source of $C$ is the Wiki, $C$ should only be marked $\{t_w\}$.

We prevent propagation of outdated tags in TDM using *implicit tags*. Implicit tags indicate that a given text segment is not the authoritative source of sensitive information.

**Explicit and implicit tags.** A segment label splits into explicit and implicit tags: *explicit tags* are those assigned by default due to the confidentiality label $L^p$ of a service and those assigned by users; *implicit tags* appear because the segment was found to disclose sensitive information in the past, i.e., these are tags copied from a source text segment to a destination text segment. After information disclosure to a destination text segment is detected, the explicit tags of the source are added to the destination as implicit tags.

Implicit tags enable the TDM to reason efficiently about the sensitivity of text segments. When editing a text segment, BrowserFlow only updates the label of the text segment being edited—it is not necessary to update proactively the labels of other text segments that were found to be similar in the past. This improves performance because it avoids having to update labels for text segments other than the current one—a user may never again inspect the documents found to be similar in the past.

### 4. IMPRECISE DATA FLOW TRACKING

The novelty of the BrowserFlow approach is that it casts data flow tracking to text similarity detection. Given a database of documents $db$ and some text $t$, we want to answer the question: “What is the set of the original sources $s$ in $db$ that $t$ discloses significant information from currently?” We call this the *information disclosure problem*.

This problem is closely related to the well-studied problem of plagiarism detection [40, 56, 58]. Existing solutions [30] can be divided into information retrieval techniques [40, 58], which directly compare the content of different documents, e.g., by counting word frequencies, and fingerprinting tech-
We propose an efficient fingerprinting algorithm for solving the information disclosure problem, as an extension of the winnowing algorithm for plagiarism detection [56].

4.1 Text fingerprinting

To measure information disclosure, BROWSERFLOW calculates a fingerprint for each text segment. When two fingerprints match perfectly, the segments contain largely the same text. A fingerprint is a set of hashes carefully chosen from particular passages in the paragraph and is calculated using an efficient hash function [34].

BROWSERFLOW uses the same strategy as the winnowing algorithm [56] to decide which hashes to include in a text segment’s fingerprint, which has two useful properties: first, hashes are selected from the text segment at regular intervals, making the fingerprint linear to the segment size. This guarantees that if two text segments share a passage longer than a minimum threshold, their fingerprints share at least one hash. Provided that the location of the corresponding source text for each hash in the fingerprint is also stored, it becomes possible to attribute accurately which text segment passages caused information disclosure. Second, the selected hashes are not affected strongly by the addition or removal of characters in different parts of the text segment, or by shuffling the content of a document. As small modifications of a text segment result in small changes to its fingerprint, our proposed disclosure metric becomes robust (see §4.2).

To calculate a text segment’s fingerprint, BROWSERFLOW performs four steps:

S1 It normalises the text segment by removing punctuation, whitespace and character case. For example, “Hello World!” is transformed to “helloworld”.

S2 It calculates the hash for each n-gram of a given length. In our example, assuming 6-grams, yields “hellow”, “ellowo”, “llowor”, “loworl” and “oworld”. These correspond to 5 hash values, e.g. \{52, 40, 53, 13, 22\}.

S3 It defines overlapping windows over the set of hashes and chooses one hash from each window. With a window size of 3, we obtain the following windows: \{52, 40, 53\}, \{40, 53, 13\} and \{53, 13, 22\}.

S4 It chooses the hash with the minimum value in each window to be added to the fingerprint. In this example, the fingerprint becomes \{40, 13\}.

By choosing the minimum hash value in each window, the same hash is likely to be found in consecutive windows and after the input text segment is modified only slightly. This reduces the fingerprint size and avoids large changes to the fingerprint after small changes to the text segment.

An important decision is the granularity at which text propagation is tracked, which determines what a text segment is. We assume that text documents are structured as traditional paper documents, i.e. each document has multiple paragraphs. For some documents, a significant number of individual paragraphs can be revealed without disclosing the document’s content, but revealing one sentence from each paragraph would disclose the document. BROWSERFLOW therefore tracks text segments at two granularities independently, namely individual paragraphs and entire documents.

This enables BROWSERFLOW to report information disclosure both when an employee discloses information from a single paragraph and from across multiple paragraphs.

4.2 Computing information disclosure

After calculating document and paragraph fingerprints we need to compute information disclosure. Our approach for this extends the definition of containment [7].

We define the document disclosure of document A towards document B as

\[ D_{doc}(A, B) = \frac{|F(A) \cap F(B)|}{|F(A)|} \]

where \( F \) returns the fingerprint of the entire document. Document disclosure quantifies how much text from document A is found in document B. It has a value in \([0, 1]\): 0 means no disclosure; and 1 is full disclosure, i.e. all fingerprint hashes of document A are also found in the fingerprint of document B. Similarly, we define paragraph disclosure as

\[ D_{par}(A_p, B) = \frac{|F(A_p) \cap F(B)|}{|F(A_p)|} \]

where \( A_p \) is a paragraph of document A, and \( F \) returns its fingerprint.

Document and paragraph disclosure offer the flexibility to adjust the sensitivity when detecting disclosure for each document and paragraph individually. We define a document disclosure threshold \( T_{doc} \) and a paragraph disclosure threshold \( T_{par} \), set e.g. by the author of a document and paragraph, respectively. There is significant information disclosure for document A to document B when

\[ D_{doc}(A, B) \geq T_{doc}(A) \quad \text{or} \quad \exists A_p \in A : D_{par}(A_p, B) \geq T_{par}(A_p) \]

We refer to these as the document and paragraph disclosure requirements, respectively.

For example, with \( T_{par}(A_{p1}) = 0 \) and \( T_{par}(A_{p2}) = 0.8 \), information disclosure is detected when any hash in the first paragraph’s fingerprint is leaked, but only when 80% of the hashes of the second paragraph’s fingerprint are found in another document.

Users should adjust the paragraph and document disclosure thresholds of the text that they generate according to their requirements and the confidentiality of the text. In §4.1, we explore the effect of different threshold values.

Document and paragraph disclosure thresholds express orthogonal constraints. Given a database of a single document A and a new document B, the document and paragraph disclosures are calculated independently. If any of the two constraints for detecting disclosure is satisfied, BROWSERFLOW detects information disclosure.

4.3 Overlapping documents

When similar text exists in multiple text segments, this can inadvertently boost the value of the disclosure metrics. Our metrics only measure pairwise information disclosure between a source and target segment. We may misreport disclosure requirement violations if we attempt to measure disclosure from multiple similar source text segments.

Consider Figure 7, which shows two documents A and B, each with one paragraph. The paragraph in B is a superset of the paragraph in A, with some additional text. A user pastes another copy of the overlapping text to document C. Assuming that \( T_{par} = 0.5 \) for the paragraphs in A and
Algorithm 1: Computes source paragraphs that are disclosed by a given paragraph (A similar algorithm can be used to identify source documents based on document disclosure.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data:</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P$:</td>
<td>Paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$:</td>
<td>Paragraph disclosure threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DB_{hash}$:</td>
<td>Hashes database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DB_{par}$:</td>
<td>Paragraph fingerprint database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: $R$: Set of origin paragraphs $O$ that satisfy the paragraph disclosure requirement to paragraph $P$

$f_{par} \leftarrow F(P)$;

$R \leftarrow \{\}$;

\[\text{for } hash h \text{ in } f_{par} \text{ do}\]

\[p \leftarrow \text{oldestParagraphWith}(h, DB_{hash});\]

\[\text{if } p = P \text{ then}\]

\[\text{continue;}\]

\[t \leftarrow p_{threshold};\]

\[f_{original} \leftarrow \text{hashesOf}(p, DB_{par});\]

\[\text{if } \text{count}(f_{original}) \ast t > \text{count}(f_{par}) \text{ then}\]

\[\text{continue;}\]

\[f_{authoritative} \leftarrow \{\} ;\]

\[\text{for } hash l \text{ in } f_{original} \text{ do}\]

\[\text{if } p = \text{oldestParagraphWith}(l, DB_{hash}) \text{ then}\]

\[f_{authoritative} \leftarrow \{l\} ;\]

\[\text{add}(l) ;\]

\[\text{overlap } \leftarrow f_{authoritative} \cap f_{par};\]

\[\text{if } \text{count}(\text{overlap}) > \text{count}(f_{original}) \ast t \text{ then}\]

\[\text{add}(p);\]

\[\text{end for}\]

\[\text{end for}\]

\[\text{end if}\]

\[\text{end if}\]

\[\text{end if}\]

\[\text{end for}\]

because it means that only text that is close to the text being edited may trigger disclosure calculations from other documents.

### 4.4 Limitations

Imprecise data flow tracking is not effective at a finer granularity than paragraphs due to the inability of the fingerprinting technique to quantify similarity of short text segments without a lot of false positives. Short but sensitive text, however, is typically only relevant from a confidentiality perspective in specific scenarios, e.g., when the text is used as a password. For such specific use cases, for example password reuse prevention, specialised systems which rely on data equality only [38] are more effective.

While many services used for document editing (e.g., Google Docs or Zoho) or user communication (e.g., Facebook’s newsfeed or web forums) have the concept of documents and paragraphs, some services do not. They may be supported by BROWSERFLOW if there is a service-specific transformation of the service’s data to text segments.

Imprecise data flow tracking cannot track data propagation once users rephrase entire paragraphs. This can happen both as part of a legitimate user workflow and as an explicit attempt to avoid BROWSERFLOW. We believe that the former is not an important limiting factor and that the latter is an exception rather than the rule. In addition, our approach is ineffective if cloud services explicitly try to evade the tracking. We argue that this is an acceptable limitation—most cloud services in the enterprise space have an incentive to cooperate with organisations regarding the control of sensitive data.

Data processed outside the browser in native applications introduces data propagation false positives and false negatives. Imprecise data flow tracking should be extended to be aware of data sources outside the browser. This can be achieved by integrating with DLP systems that monitor data

---

**Figure 7:** With overlap between documents, disclosure metrics may misreport the true source of sensitive information.
flow in native applications (§2.2).

Imprecise data flow tracking may introduce privacy considerations. Monitoring of all text that users edit can be deemed unacceptable if a device is also used for personal workflows. Such monitoring practices are, however, already considered fair [62], e.g. in the context of phishing detection. Many IT departments aggressively scan all employee email.

Imprecise data flow tracking may also introduce security considerations. Storing fingerprints long-term to facilitate disclosure calculations (e.g. DB\textsubscript{par}) can introduce an additional attack target if a device gets compromised. To mitigate this we recommend encrypting all fingerprint data at rest and performing periodic removal of old fingerprints.

5. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented BrowserFlow as a plug-in for the Google Chrome web browser. An implementation of BrowserFlow needs the ability to (i) observe data that appears in a cloud service; and (ii) intercept outgoing data transfers when enforcing compliance decisions according to a TDM policy. Our plug-in reports policy violations to the user by changing the background color of paragraphs and can also encrypt confidential data before upload [18,31]. We describe two approaches for interception: one for primarily static web pages and one for modern, AJAX-based services [63].

5.1 Static web pages

Text extraction. We adopt an approach similar to Readability [2] to extract text passages from web pages. The BrowserFlow plug-in inspects the DOM tree of each page after loading, searching for HTML elements with significant text. We apply a set of heuristics to rank elements according to how much "interesting" text they contain and select the element with the highest score. These heuristics reward the existence of \textit{p} tags, text that contains commas, and id attributes, which have known representative values such as article. Similarly, they penalise bad class attribute names such as footer or meta and high number of links over text length. After identifying the most interesting elements, BrowserFlow extracts the text from them by removing all HTML tags. This approach can identify text in static HTML pages, e.g. as generated by Drupal [21] and WordPress [65].

Form-based interception. BrowserFlow intercepts outgoing data transfers via \texttt{HTML forms} [52]. It adds an event listener for the submit event of the \texttt{form} elements of web pages. When a user submits a form, the listener suppresses the outgoing web request, inspects all non-hidden \texttt{input} elements in the form and extracts their value attributes. If the action is not found to leak sensitive data according to the TDM, the listener allows the submit event to trigger the form submission. This approach is sufficient to intercept data transfers in a wide range of cloud services, such as the Facebook composer, forums based on vBulletin [33] and the comments system in WordPress.

5.2 Dynamic web pages

Generic data interception in modern cloud services that use asynchronous requests is more challenging. Such services (i) may embed user-provided text in the DOM tree outside of common HTML input elements such as \texttt{<input>} and \texttt{<textarea>}; (ii) they may rely heavily on CSS for formatting, avoiding standard HTML elements such as \texttt{<p>}; and (iii) they may obfuscate user input in outgoing web requests. For example, Google Docs embeds directly into the DOM tree, uses custom formatting to make elements form paragraphs and pages, and communicates document mutations via AJAX requests each time a character is added or deleted.

We describe two generic browser mechanisms to support such cloud services, including Google Docs and Evernote. These mechanisms can be used to support other services with minimal effort compared to DLP systems implemented as application firewalls, which need to understand the wire format used by each service (see §2.2).

Mutation observers. BrowserFlow receives notifications about the existence of new data in a cloud service via mutation observers [36]. A mutation observer is an object that can be attached to an element in the DOM tree and receives notifications when any change occurs in the subtree rooted at that element. When a mutation observer triggers, it can access information about the changes that occurred. Mutation observers therefore simplify data interception because they do not require the service to perform externally visible actions, such as external communication to access data. Since interception occurs in the browser, every modification to the DOM tree is visible.

BrowserFlow uses mutation observers to intercept Google Docs. A document observer monitors the creation or deletion of paragraphs, and a paragraph observer monitors changes to paragraphs. When a user edits the document, the paragraph observer collects the changed text and passes it to the label lookup module for inspection.

JavaScript prototypes. BrowserFlow intercepts communication to the remote back-end servers by redefining the \texttt{send} method in JavaScript’s \texttt{XMLHttpRequest} object. JavaScript dispatches method invocations dynamically. If an object does not contain a method, the method call is dispatched to its prototype object. BrowserFlow sets a custom \texttt{XMLHttpRequest.prototype.send} method, exposing an interception point to observe all HTTP requests. This permits BrowserFlow to inspect all data that gets transmitted, allowing or preventing the request. Compared to traffic interception outside the browser, this approach is applicable when traffic is encrypted and allows for interaction with the user if so required, e.g. to communicate policy violations.

6. EVALUATION

The goals of our experimental evaluation are to assess the effectiveness of BrowserFlow in detecting disclosure (§6.1)
and to measure its impact on performance (§6.2).

6.1 Effectiveness

BrowserFlow’s ability to detect data disclosure depends on the effectiveness of imprecise data flow tracking. We perform two studies: (i) we investigate the accuracy of information disclosure reported by BrowserFlow for two datasets that contain documents across multiple revisions; and (ii) we explore the behaviour of BrowserFlow under different values for the paragraph disclosure threshold \( T_{\text{par}} \) (see §4.2).

We configure BrowserFlow to calculate 32-bit hashes over n-grams of 15 characters with a window size of 30 characters. We focus on the paragraph tracking granularity; the results for the document granularity are similar. We set the paragraph disclosure threshold to \( T_{\text{par}} = 0.5 \), according to the results of the analysis below.

Information disclosure detection. To evaluate the accuracy of BrowserFlow in detecting information disclosure, we need a corpus of documents that evolves over time while maintaining overlap between revisions. We also need to have a ground truth to decide if the disclosure decisions made by BrowserFlow are appropriate.

As summarised in Table 1, we conduct experiments with two datasets of documents: (i) a corpus of 100 Wikipedia articles that contains the last 1000 revisions for each article (Wikipedia); and (ii) two chapters from two technical manuals that include the past 4 versions of each chapter (Manuals). Since the Wikipedia dataset is large, we use a heuristic to obtain the ground truth about disclosure between paragraphs across revisions (see below); for the smaller Manuals dataset, the ground truth is given by a human expert.

Wikipedia dataset. We collect articles for popular topics such as “Chicago” and “Chemotherapy”. The length of the articles varies across different revisions. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution of the changes of article lengths between the oldest and most recent revision derived by additive comparison. We make the assumption that articles that retain similar lengths between two revisions remain largely unchanged and are only subject to minor modifications. In contrast, we consider articles with large article-length differences to change more substantially. We use this measure as a heuristic to estimate the amount of data disclosure between article versions.

Figures 9a and 9b show the percentage of paragraphs from the oldest article revision that BrowserFlow detects to be disclosed by newer revisions. They focus on articles with the minimum and the maximum length changes from Figure 8, respectively.

Figure 9a shows that BrowserFlow reports disclosure for almost all paragraphs across revisions in articles with stable lengths. Indeed, those articles are on subjects that remain largely the same over time and have mature content (e.g. “Chicago” or “C++”). In contrast, the articles in Figure 9b with large length variations show that the text from the original version cannot always be found in later revisions. This includes articles on controversial or less mature topics (e.g. “Dow Jones” or “Dementia”). For both types of articles, BrowserFlow reports paragraph disclosure that follows our intuition.

Manuals dataset. We conduct a small-scale experiment where a human expert provides ground truth for two chapters from the iPhone and MySQL manuals. We use a set of different manual versions, in which some chapters have changed significantly (e.g. iPhone “Message” chapter), whereas others have largely stayed unaltered across versions (e.g. MySQL “What’s MySQL?”). We use the oldest version of each chapter as the base, and calculate how many of its paragraphs are disclosed by updated versions. The human expert reports disclosure when similar content or concepts are mentioned, regardless of the actual words used in the disclosing paragraphs.

Figures 10a–10d show BrowserFlow’s results and those from the human inspection for our four chapters. Overall BrowserFlow’s disclosure decisions match the human expert. Both chapters of the iPhone manual change significantly over time. The latest document version (iOS7) discloses almost no information from the base version (iOS3). For the MySQL manual, the “New Features” chapter shows reduced disclosure after version 4.1, while the “What’s MySQL?” chapter remains unchanged across versions.

We observe a systematic, small number of false negatives for short paragraphs without enough characters to fill a fingerprinting window. In addition, paragraphs rephrased extensively only get reported by the human expert.

Paragraph disclosure threshold. Next we explore the choice of the paragraph disclosure threshold \( T_{\text{par}} \). For the Manuals dataset, we vary \( T_{\text{par}} \) and observe how it affects false positives and negatives. To reduce the impact of systematic errors, we ignore paragraphs for which the fingerprint set is empty.

Figure 11 shows the ratio of the total number of paragraphs that BrowserFlow reports as being disclosed in newer chapter versions over the number reported by the human expert: a value 1 indicates that there is agreement; values above or below 1 indicate false positives and negatives, respectively.

We observe that, for values of \( T_{\text{par}} \) between 0.2 and 0.8, BrowserFlow agrees with the ground truth for more than 90% of the paragraphs. The value of \( T_{\text{par}} \) has less impact when paragraphs share almost all content, or none at all. In such cases, \( D_{\text{par}} \) has either a small or large value compared to \( T_{\text{par}} \). As a result, BrowserFlow can detect information disclosure robustly, independently of \( T_{\text{par}} \), if the text overlap is low (e.g. paragraphs with no shared text) or high (e.g. identical paragraphs due to copy and paste). Based on these results, we adopt a default value of \( T_{\text{par}} = 0.5 \), i.e. disclosure is reported when at least 50% of an original paragraph is found in another paragraph.

6.2 Performance overhead

We evaluate the performance of BrowserFlow in terms
of its response time, i.e. how quickly information disclosure decisions are made when editing documents in Google Docs. When a user modifies a document in Google Docs, BROWSERFLOW is triggered asynchronously on each key press. This means that users do not perceive any additional delay when typing—indeed, independently of BROWSERFLOW’s response time—because the disclosure calculation occurs in a different process [11]. The response time should be low, however, otherwise the delay in disclosure decisions would be noticeable to the cloud services, e.g. triggering “limited connectivity” error messages by Google Docs.

We use a large dataset of e-books from Project Gutenberg [27], which includes 180 e-books with sizes ranging between 300 KB and 5.5 MB. The total size is 90 MB. We load the dataset into BROWSERFLOW, creating 10 million distinct hashes in the fingerprint database. The experiments are performed on a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 machine with 16 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 13.04 and Google Chrome version 33.0.1712.2.

**Response time.** We edit the documents in three different workflows:

**W1** A user creates a new document and enters a single page from an existing e-book;**W2** A user enters an article that does not share text with
any of the existing e-books;

W3 A user edits a previously-modified version of an e-book page to make it match the original version.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of response times for each of the above workflows measured as the time between the request and the disclosure decision. Response times are low: BrowserFlow is able to respond within 200 ms for 99% of the requests, and 85% of these responses arrive in less than 30 ms.

The response time depends on (i) caching and (ii) whether the edited text has significant overlap with other text in the system. Caching affects the majority of requests, which exhibit the lowest latencies (less than 30 ms). Requests are served quickly because a single keystroke typically does not alter the winnowing fingerprint of a paragraph, permitting BrowserFlow to reuse its previous response. Requests that trigger disclosure calculation have higher latencies (90–200 ms). The impact of overlapping text is seen when comparing response times of W1 and W3 with W2—response times in the former are typically higher. As described in §4.2, when a paragraph overlaps with others, the hashes of every overlapping paragraph have to be inspected to calculate $D_{par}$.

In conclusion, the HTTP traffic interception that BrowserFlow performs is not noticeable by users. BrowserFlow only blocks data exchange between the main application window and the remote back-end servers for short periods of time, thus not affecting functions such as spell-checking or document synchronisation across multiple devices. Overall the use of BrowserFlow is similar to experiencing slightly increased network latency—a scenario which cloud services are designed to tolerate.

**Scalability.** We investigate how the number of hashes maintained by BrowserFlow affects performance. We vary the number of documents loaded into BrowserFlow from 5 MB (1 million hashes) to 90 MB (10 million hashes). For each size of the hashes database, we create a new empty document and paste a 500-character long paragraph from an existing book to trigger the disclosure calculation.

Figure 13 shows the 95th percentile of response times with an increasing number of hashes. The response time scales sub-linearly with the size of the hashes database, remaining typically below 200 ms. This is due to the use of index data structures in the BrowserFlow implementation to improve the lookup performance.

We conclude that, in practice, the size of the hashes database is not the limiting factor for scaling to larger document numbers. Performance is determined primarily by how many popular text passages appear in multiple different paragraphs.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Cloud services increasingly replace desktop applications in organisations and this makes accidental disclosure of sensitive data common. We suggested imprecise data flow tracking, a robust and practical technique for tracking sensitive data in the browser. We also introduced the Text Disclosure Model (TDM) that enables organisations and users to collaboratively specify data disclosure policies. We demonstrated the feasibility of our ideas through BrowserFlow, a prototype plug-in for Chrome that intercepts document editing in Google Docs and prevents policy violations. Based on an experimental evaluation, we showed that BrowserFlow can prevent sensitive data disclosure before it occurs, while having a negligible performance impact on user experience.
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